VA Regional Office
AFGE LOCAL 520
PO BOX 1778
COLUMBIA, SC 29202
January 12, 2014
Chairmen, Ranking Members, Members of the US House and Senate Committees of Veterans
Affairs
/
Dear Committee Members:
Local 520, the exclusive representative of the bargaining unit of VARO Columbia, SC, wants to
address the discriminatory actions against Veterans and their survivors, the secondary effects of
VBA technology, and the overtime costs to taxpayers.
Here is VA's plans in their own words, "... In the first quarter of fiscal year 2012, VBA
formulated a Transformation Plan to improve the delivery of benefits to veterans and their
dependents and survivors, hi the first phase of this plan, VBA's transformational people,
processes, and technology initiatives are designed to achieve VA's priority goals of processing
all disability claims within 125 days and increasing rating quality to 98 percent by the end of
2015. Upon achieving those goals, the plan calls for VBA to allocate resources to maintain highquality service for compensation claims while redirecting resources to the second phase of the
transformation, which will address the needs of VBA's other benefit programs (appeals,
veterans and survivors pension, dependency and indemnity compensation, burial benefits,
vocational rehabilitation, education, and fiduciary)...." (emphasis added) Federal Register /Vol.
78, No. 229/Wednesday, November 27, 2013/ProposedRules 71043.
It was VBA's plan to disregard its responsibilities to serve all Veterans and their survivors until
after 2015. VA's obsession with eliminating the backlog of original and reopened claims by
2015 has taken the VBA claims processing off a cliff and Veterans and their survivors have
suffered irrevocable harm.
The MMWR as of January 4,2014 shows that the C&P RB backlog increased by 10,799 from
the previous week and by 6420 the week before totaling 17,219. Here is AFGE Local 520
running log as of the beginning of FY14.
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Here is a more detailed look at the weekly difference.
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By the way, no one has defined 2015. Is it the beginning of the FY2015 (October 1, 2014),
January 1,2015, or December 31, 2015? It is important to define this date.
The article, VA Hit on Planned Disability Rules Changes, Military.com News, January 2, 2014,
put the discrimination this way:

•S "Some of the country's leading veteran's service organizations have rejected changes
proposed by the Department of Veterans Affairs that might create disparities between
veterans filing for a disability on paper and those filing electronically."
S Additionally, some say the new changes are only to slow the VA's receipt of new claims
while it tries to eliminate its backlog by 2015. The VA published the proposed changes to
the Federal Register on Oct. 31.
S This proposed regulation separates claimants into two groups," the Legion said in its
letter to the VA. "Claimants who can access the internet and claimants who are not able
to access the internet. This bifurcated separation of claimants penalizes those claimants
not able to access the internet and therefore is not fair."
S DAV National Service Director Marszalek, in his comment to the VA, said the change
"violates the law and intent of Congress," which directed the VA to provide assistance to
veterans expressing an intent to file a claim or who file an incomplete claim, and give
them one year from date of notification to submit the application.
o "Setting aside special consideration for claimants capable of filing electronically,
and excluding those who cannot, will cause a certain portion of the eligible
claimant population to be treated differently," Marszalek said.
S The implementation of these changes will result in substantial delays in veterans being
able to file a 'complete claim,' and a substantial reduction of benefits because the date of
claim is delayed by months while veterans are forced to comply with arbitrary
administrative requirements," the VFW states in its comment.
•S In their reply to the VA, partner attorneys Glenn Bergmann and Joseph Moore charge
that the backlog, which VA Secretary Eric Shinseki vowed to end by 2015, is at the heart
of the proposed change.
o "VA's proposed rule appears to be an outrageous means for VA to prevent, delay,
or deny disability claims and appeals by shifting many burdens to veterans in an
attempt to eliminate VA's claims backlog," they wrote.
•S The VFW notes that the new rules will slow and reduce the number of new claims,
meaning the "backlog will be reduced, but only at the cost of benefits to veterans."
S The National Veterans Legal Services Program and the Military Order of the Purple
Heart said the change would permit the VA to enter electronically filed claims into its
computer system for tracking purposes while keeping out paper applications.
o "This change will allow VA to artificially lower the number of its pending claims
without major gains in efficiency," the groups said in a joint letter to the VA.
Partner attorneys Glenn Bergmann and Joseph Moore published a scathing 17 pages comment on
RIN 2900-AO81, Standard Claims and Appeal Forms. Here are a few excerpts:
> " VA's stated goals of increased efficiency, speed, and quality are recognized. However,
VA's proposed rule-making seeks to reach those goals by essentially raising the bar to
VA benefits, undermining decades of well-established pro-Veteran disability law. We
strongly oppose VA's proposed change and ask that VA withdraw the proposed
regulation.

> VA intends that Veterans who file incomplete paper claims be treated in a discriminatory
manner when compared with other Veterans, in effect creating two classes of claims
when there is currently only one. (Page 65507)
> Many Veterans do not have access and/or the ability to use computers. Others do not
have access to advocates who can provide free assistance and/or a computer. This
especially applies to vulnerable Veterans. Therefore, VA's proposed rule is arbitrary and
discriminatory because it treats one class of Veterans (with computers) differently than
another class of Veterans (without computers) for the sole purpose of VA's convenience.
> The scope and depth of VA's proposed rule change represents the most serious, egregious
attack on a Veteran-friendly disability claim system in VA history.
> However, for public relations and policy purposes, VA narrowly defines the "backlog" as
only those new and reopened claims pending more than 125 days. As of December 21,
2013, VA reported 388,719 claims in the "backlog." VA's incomplete definition of the
"backlog" ignores approximately one million new and reopened claims pending less than
125 days, appealed claims, dependency claims, and accrued claims. (See VBA's
"Monday Morning Workload Report," December 21,2013)"
The Committees' staffers need to review this document if they have not already.
The procedural changes VBA is making to eliminate the backlog by 2015 for original and reopen
claims continually violates Public Law 106-475-Nov.9,2000 and the intent of Congress. For
example,
This email will show VBA's attitude regarding private medical records and the secondary effect
of technology:
From: VBACMS
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 5:03 PM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: VBMS and VA Form 21-4142
Reminder: With VBMS, we no longer have to send the original VA Form 21-4142 with
the Veteran's wet signature. Below is a screen shot of the 3rd party letter VBMS
generates to develop to a private provider. Note the blue highlighted text.
Compensation Service provided the below guidance regarding the 21-4142s printed from
eFolder:
Some doctors will accept copies and some will not, which is where the problem lies. If a
doctor will not accept a copy downloaded from the eFolder, we cannot obtain the records.
We have decided to stick with the current guidance, which states we will advise the
Veteran of our inability to obtain the records. Although we do no further development,
the Veteran always has the option of obtaining the records on their own.

Here is an example of a technological failure that adds additional burdens on Veterans and
employees.
From: VBACMS
Sent: Thursday, January 09,2014 1:42 PM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: Document Upload Defect Work Around
There was an error in the prior VRM EVSS guidance regarding the VDC document
upload problem. Field users DO NOT have access to VDC to see the documents that a
Veteran has tried to upload.
ii

The current guidance from Compensation Service is for field employees to identify any
FDC claims submitted electronically that have either 0 or 1 uploaded document. For
those claims, employees should undertake phone development and contact the
Veteran to determine if the Veteran intended to upload additional documents. If so,
employees should advise the Veteran to access eBenefits and upload the missing
documents using the "Save & Continue" workaround. The instructions for this
workaround were added to VDC and are available to all Veterans and VSOs attempting
to upload documents. They are also located at the bottom of this email.
VRM, OFO, CS and OIT are working together to resolve the document upload issue,
identify documents that failed to upload, and add them to VBMS. Employees should
follow the guidance issued by Compensation Service so FDC timeliness is not affected.
We will continue to provide you more information as it becomes available and will keep
you apprised of our progress in ensuring all documents are incorporated into VBMS.
AVSCM
Chairman Miller visited the Columbia VARO on Monday January 6, 2014 for a demonstration of
VBMS. After he left this email was received.
From: VBACMS
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 12:49 PM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: VBMS FYI
Importance: High
Some VBMS users at our station and across the nation are reporting intermittent issues
with VBMS Core. The National Service Desk asks that users clear their cache and close
their internet browser if they have experienced an issue with VBMS-Core.
AVSCM
Here are some other emails regarding VBMS unavailability issues.
5

From: VBACMS
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 12:47 PM
To: VBACMS vsc
Subject: VBMS Unavailable
Importance: High
We have received formal notification VBMS is currently experiencing issues and is
unavailable. There is not an estimated time of resolution. Please revert to processing
claims in legacy systems.
AVSCM
From: VBACMS
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 8:25 AM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: VBMS Now Available
Importance: High
VBMS is available.
From: VBACMS
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:45 AM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: Veteran Benefits Management System (VBMS) Update - Reboot
Importance: High
Please be advised VBMS will be rebooting servers at 12PM ET. Users should save any
applicable work in VBMS Core and VBMS R at this time. This outage should last
approximately 30 min. Please revert to legacy systems/paper cases until the reboot is
completed.
AVSCM
From: VBACMS
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 1:01 PM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: INCIDENT INITIAL: Veteran Benefits Management System (VBMS), Service
Unavailable, I2345534FY14, ANR 50945All end-users they may now log back into VBMS, as the reboot is complete. If users
experience any issues, please contact the National Service Desk.
Thank you,

VBA Operations Center
The secondary effects of VBA technology not ready for "prime time", is real and having an
adverse impact on Veterans, employees, taxpayers, and the claims process.
Local 520 obtained through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) the actual cost to the
taxpayers of VBA's overtime for VAROs.
FY14 (October 1,2013 to December 14,2013) $ 18,562,466
FY13 (October 1,2012 to September 30, 2013) $ 85,301,320
FY12 (October 1,2011 to September 30, 2012 $ 49,469,403
Grand Total
153,297,189
;

/

Furthermore, employees have been notified on January 10, 2014, that mandatory overtime will
start on January 19, 2014, for an undetermined period of time.
An organization cannot survive on mandatory overtime. It is a red flag that the pillars of an
organization (leadership, processes, people systems and workplace culture) have crumpled.
The VBA's transformation is truly transforming the VBA. However, as a colleague said, "There
are so many changes that no human can keep up with it." The most telling comment is "the
VBA Central Office's leadership is living in a future that does not exist."
Despite these words which provided more resources for processing claims in February 2012 and
all the initiatives put in place, the backlog increased along with appeals, other claims, and work
items reported and unreported.
"Right now today we are working on our very oldest claims. As soon as we finished the
Agent Orange/Nehmer caseload we took the people who had been doing it 37% of my
workforce we took and pointed them back to the claims that had been waiting our very
oldest claims over two years old claims .. .you are probably wondering why my numbers
are going up it because my regional offices were given direction to go do the oldest... it
was the right... thing to do by our Veterans that have been waiting... "USB Hickey's
testimony, 44:24 to 45:06 minutes, The US House of Representatives VA Committee
Hearing on 03/20/2013: Focusing on People: A Review ofVA's Plans for Employee
Training, Accountability, and Workload Management to Improve Disability Claims
Processing,
The VBA transformation was based on "technological wonders" that do not exist coupled with
numerous other unproven initiatives that have failed (the contracting out of claims development,
Simplified Notification Letters, Fast Track of the three new Agent Orange presumptive claims,
the contracting out of the collection of private medical evidence, etc.) or continue to falter (the
scanning of documents and VBMS). As a result, VBA has reverted to quick fixes, ADHOC
procedures, and mandatory overtime to try and reach a goal that was designed to disregard
certain Veterans and their survivors' claims. The bottom line is the Transformation was about

processing original and reopened claims. However, this was a shortsighted view of the VBA
claims process and workload.
Here is another promise that was not keep.
"VA projected that it would reduce its percentage of backlogged claims this past fiscal
year to 40 percent, according to the department's fiscal year 2014 budget submission,
previously obtained by The DC. However, as September, and with it the fiscal year 2013,
came to a close, the department's percentage of backlogged claims still stood at more
than 58 percent." Obama-administrations-backlog-of-veteran-benefit-claims-increasedover-holidays, The Daily Caller, January 12, 2014
AFGE Local 520 will continue to do everything in its power to shed a light on this heightened
discriminatory assault on Veterans and their survivors. VBA should work for ALL Veterans and
their survivors and until this happens VBA will continue to fail no matter what "superficial"
numerical number is achieved.
Finally, as administrator for the agency after World War II, Bradley said: "We are dealing with
Veterans, not procedures; with their problems, not ours."
Therefore, we will continue to chime in weekly on this most critical subject with objective
evidence" because Veterans have earned the right to have a claims processing system that works
for o//_of them and employees can only effectively serve them if they are provided with the
leadership, processes, people systems and workplace culture that are conducive to providing
timely and accurate decisions.
Our core values are "IPLAN" Integrity, Professionalism, Leadership, Accountability, and
Networking.
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